lncFunTK: a toolkit for functional annotation of long noncoding RNAs.
Thousands of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) were newly identified from high throughput RNA-seq data. Functional annotation and prioritization of these lncRNAs for further experimental validation as well as the functional investigation is the bottleneck step for many noncoding RNA studies. Here we describe lncFunTK that can run either as standard application or webserver for this purpose. It integrates high throughput sequencing data (i.e. ChIP-seq, CLIP-seq and RNA-seq) to construct the regulatory network associated with lncRNAs. Through the network, it calculates the Functional Information Score (FIS) of each individual lncRNA for prioritizing and inferring its functions through Gene Ontology (GO) terms of neighboring genes. In addition, it also provides utility scripts to support the input data preprocessing and the parameter optimizing. We further demonstrate that lncFunTK can be widely used in various biological systems for lncRNA prioritization and functional annotation. The lncFunTK standalone version is an open source package and freely available at http://sunlab.cpy.cuhk.edu.hk/lncfuntk under the MIT license. A webserver implementation is also available at http://sunlab.cpy.cuhk.edu.hk/lncfuntk/runlncfuntk.html. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.